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The external magnetic field effects (MFEs) on the intensity of the delayed fluorescence fromN,N,N′,N′-
tetramethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine (TMPD) are studied in mixed alcohol and 2-propanol under the conditions
of both low and high concentration of TMPD at room temperature. In mixed alcohol solution, three different
MFEs on the delayed fluorescence intensity are separated by time-domain observation and different
concentration conditions. The MFEs in the solution of low concentration can be explained by the radical-pair
mechanism (RPM) of the TMPD cation radical and the solvated electron in the early-time region and the
triplet-triplet pair mechanism (TTPM) through triplet-triplet annihilation (T-T annihilation) in the later-
time region. In the solution of high concentration, the MFEs can be explained by the TTPM in the early-time
region and the triplet-doublet pair mechanism (TDPM) in the later-time region. This TDPM affects the
delayed fluorescence intensity of T-T annihilation. In 2-propanol, similar results are obtained, except for no
apparent observation of the RPM. According to the present results, it is clarified that TMPD in alcohol emits
two types of the delayed fluorescence, recombination type and T-T annihilation type. The former shows the
MFEs due to the RPM, and the latter shows the two different MFEs of the TTPM and the TDPM.

Introduction

Many photochemical reactions take place through pairs of
intermediate paramagnetic species in liquid media. In particular,
radical pairs are well-known as one of the most important types
of chemical intermediates because the spin selectivity of the
reaction and intersystem crossing in the radical pair determine
the reaction pathway. This has been investigated by observations
of the external magnetic field effects (MFEs) on the chemical
reaction yield, time-resolved electron spin resonance, and time-
resolved reaction yield detected magnetic resonance tech-
niques.1,2 The other kinds of pairs, a triplet-doublet pair and a
triplet-triplet pair, might also play roles in photochemical
reaction processes.

In some cases, delayed fluorescence is useful for the study
of the pairs of paramagnetic species. The delayed fluorescence
is classified into three types according to the mechanism of the
occurrence of the lowest singlet excited state (S1).3-6 The first
is due to the thermal depopulation of the lowest excited triplet
state (T1) to S1. The second is caused by the interaction between
two excited triplet-state molecules, which is called the triplet-
triplet annihilation (T-T annihilation) type of delayed fluores-
cence. The third is recombination-type delayed fluorescence,
which is due to the charge recombination of a cation and a
solvated electron formed in solution. The MFEs on the delayed
fluorescence in liquid media are usually attributed to the three
pair mechanisms, the radical pair mechanism (RPM),1,2 the
(excited) triplet-triplet pair mechanism (TTPM),1,3,4 and the
(excited) triplet-doublet pair mechanism (TDPM).1,3,4The RPM
can be explained by the influence of the magnetic field on

singlet-triplet mixing through the hyperfine coupling mecha-
nism (HFCM) and so on.1,2 The TTPM and TDPM can also be
explained, respectively, by the influence of the magnetic field
on the singlet-quintet and the doublet-quartet transitions
induced by intradipole interactions of the excited triplet
molecules.1,3,4 The recombination-type delayed fluorescence,
which emits via the radical pair, shows the MFEs due to the
RPM. The T-T annihilation type of delayed fluorescence, which
emits via the T-T pair, shows the MFEs due to the TTPM. If
both the triplet molecule and the doublet species have lifetimes
long enough that they encounter each other, the T-T annihila-
tion type of delayed fluorescence might also provide information
on the TDPM. The thermal depopulation type of delayed fluo-
rescence shows no external magnetic field effect in liquid media,
because there exist no apparent pair-like spin-related interactions.

N,N,N′,N′-Tetramethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine (TMPD) is known
to be easily photoionized in alcoholic media.7 Hirata and co-
workers showed that this photoionization process occurs by way
of a long-lived transient species such as a radical-ion pair (RIP)
of the TMPD cation radical and the solvated electron formed
from the lowest excited singlet state of TMPD using a transient
optical absorption technique and a photocurrent measurement.8,9

Tanimoto and co-workers showed the MFE on the transient
photoconductivity in the system of TMPD in 2-propanol.10 The
photoconductivity is proportional to the total amount of free
ions created by escape from the RIP, and the MFE appears by
singlet-triplet mixing in the RIP. We reproduced their re-
sults11,12 and succeeded in observing the photoconductivity-
detected magnetic resonance (PCDMR)11,12 and the transient
absorption-detected magnetic resonance (ADMR).12 These
results indicate that the predominant quenching manifold of the
RIP is the triplet state in this particular system. Percy and co-
workers showed the fluorescence-detected magnetic resonance
(FDMR) spectrum observed in the photolysis of this system.13,14

They showed that the fluorescent state is formed by the
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recombination of the singlet RIP created by biphotonic excitation
of TMPD. We also tried to observe the FDMR signal and
confirmed that the precursor was the highly excited singlet state
of TMPD.15 In that investigation, the quantum nutation due to
the microwave field was carefully studied at room temperature.
We suggested that there existed not only the recombination-
type delayed fluorescence but also another emission, which
might be the T-T annihilation type of delayed fluorescence.
However Sacher and Grampp have recently reported no MFEs
by fluorescence detection in this system;16 our system provided
apparent and peculiar MFEs that might be related to the spin
of this particular system.

In this paper, new findings of the MFEs on the delayed
fluorescence in the system of TMPD in mixed alcohol and
2-propanol are presented, and a discussion and rationalization
of these findings are given.

Experimental Section

TMPD supplied by Aldrich Chemical was purified by vacuum
sublimation. Special-grade 2-propanol and 2-methyl-2-propanol
provided by Kanto Chemical were used as received. In the
present system, a mixed alcohol solution (2-propanol/2-methyl-
2-propanol ratio of 1:4 by volume) and a neat 2-propanol
solution were deoxygenated by bubbling with pure nitrogen gas
prior to and during the experiments. The solution was pumped
through a flat quartz cell installed in an X-band ESR cavity
(TE011) and excited by an excimer laser (Lambda Physik, LPX-
105, XeCl,λ ) 308 nm) pulse under an external magnetic field
(0-800 mT) at room temperature. The flow rate of the solution
was about 8 mL min-1, and the laser repetition rate was 20 Hz.
The fluorescence was introduced to a photomultiplier tube
(Hamamatsu, R1477) with a magnetic field shield case by an
optical fiber with a Pyrex glass filter, which cuts off the direct
laser light scatter. The signal detected by the photomultiplier
tube was sent to a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9430) connected
with a microcomputer system for data processing. The detail
of this setup designed for our FDMR works was presented
before.12,15

The experiments were performed for two typical concentra-
tions of the TMPD, 5× 10-4 mol dm-3 (low concentration)
and 1× 10-2 mol dm-3 (high concentration), to clarify the
mechanism of the MFEs.

Results and Discussion

Low-Concentration Experiment in Mixed Alcohol Solu-
tion. Figure 1a shows the time profile of the MFEs on the
delayed fluorescence intensity, [I(800 mT)- I(0 mT)]/I(0 mT),
under the low-concentration conditions in the mixed alcohol
solution. Here, I(800 mT) and I(0 mT) are the delayed
fluorescence intensities at 800 and 0 mT, respectively. The time
region of 0-120 ns after the laser excitation is a dead time
because of interruption of the observation by prompt fluores-
cence (lifetime≈ 8 ns)8 with a strong intensity. The sign of the
intensity ratio (sign of the MFE) changes from positive to
negative at about 400 ns after laser excitation. This change
suggests that multiple MFE mechanisms might exist. Figure 1b
shows the magnetic field dependence (MFE curves) of the
delayed fluorescence intensity ratio, [I(B) - I(0 mT)]/I(0 mT),
versus the external magnetic field strength (B) at 150 and 800
ns after laser excitation. The intensity ratio at 150 ns after laser
excitation sharply increases with increasing external magnetic
field up to about 40 mT, where it reaches a near plateau. At
800 ns after laser excitation, no obvious MFE is observed below
about 100 mT, but the intensity ratio seems to gradually decrease

with increasing external magnetic field. The MFE in the early-
time region is very similar to that observed in the photocon-
ductivity measurements by Tanimoto et al.10 and our group11,12

and can be explained by the RPM.1,2 The positive sign of the
MFE shows that the singlet precursor creates the singlet RIP.1,2

This is because the singlet state (S) of the RIP can mix three
triplet sublevels (Tx, Ty, Tz) of the RIP at zero magnetic field
but can mix only one triplet sublevel (T0) of the RIP at high
magnetic field, as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the population
of the singlet state of RIP at high magnetic field is greater than
that at zero magnetic field, and the recombination-type delayed
fluorescence intensity, which is proportional to the population
of the singlet state of the RIP, increases with increasingB.

Figure 1. MFEs in mixed alcohol under the low-concentration
conditions of TMPD (5× 10-4 M) at room temperature. (a) Time-
evolution of the intensity ratio [I(B) - I(0 mT)]/I(0 mT) whereB )
800 mT. The positive and negative signs of the intensity ratio show
the increment and decrement of the delayed fluorescence intensity,
respectively. (b) External magnetic field dependence of the intensity
ratio. The open and closed circles show the field dependence at 150
and 800 ns after laser excitation, respectively.

Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of the MFE due to the RPM. The singlet
state (S), which is related to the recombination-type delayed fluores-
cence, can mix three triplet sublevels (Tx, Ty Tz) at zero magnetic field
but can mix only one triplet sublevel (T0) at high magnetic field.
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Because the main contribution of this singlet-triplet mixing is
the HFCM, the specific parameter ofB1/2, which is the magnetic
field strength at which the MFE reaches one-half the amplitude
at the plateau, can be used as a measure of the HFCM.1,2 The
value ofB1/2 defined theoretically by Weller et al. is17

where

and j represents every magnetic nucleus contained in a radical
pair. Assuming that the MFE curve reaches a plateau at 800
mT, the observedB1/2 value is estimated to be about 5 mT.
This value is close to the theoretical one of 3.2 mT estimated
from the HFC constants.13

The MFE in the later-time region cannot be explained by
the RPM. This MFE is discussed with regard to high-
concentration experiment.

High-Concentration Experiment in Mixed Alcohol Solu-
tion. The solid line in Figure 3a shows the time profile of the
delayed fluorescence intensity ratio for 800 mT and zero field,
[I(800 mT) - I(0 mT)]/I(0 mT), under high-concentration
conditions in the mixed alcohol solution. The sign of the MFE
changes from negative to positive at about 300 ns after laser
excitation. Figure 3b shows the MFE curves of the delayed

fluorescence intensity ratio for 150 and 800 ns after laser
excitation. At 150 ns after laser excitation, no obvious MFE
was observed from 0 to about 100 mT, but the intensity ratio
gradually decreased with increasing external magnetic field. This
MFE curve is similar to that observed in the later-time region
under low-concentration conditions. The intensity ratio at 800
ns after laser excitation gradually increases with increasing
external magnetic field. These MFEs cannot be simply explained
by the RPM. Because the lifetime of the excited triplet state of
TMPD is long enough to create the T-T pair,18 we can interpret
them in terms of the T-T annihilation type of delayed
fluorescence suggested in our previous paper.15 Here, we
employed an analysis of the kinetics of the T-T annihilation
process according to the treatment proposed by Azumi et al.19

The photochemical reactions of TMPD are postulated as shown
in Scheme 1.k3′(B) andk4(B), which are functions of the external
magnetic field, are the rate constants of the triplet-doublet
quenching (T-D quenching) process and the T-T annihilation
process, respectively. Because the lifetime of the TMPD cation
radical is much longer than that of the excited triplet state (T1)
of TMPD,9,18 the T-D quenching process can be expressed by
a pseudo-first-order reaction with the rate constantk3′′(B)
expressed byk3′′(B) ) k3′(B)[D]. The set of differential
equations for the model represented by Scheme 1 is

where

Equations 3 and 4 lead to the delayed fluorescence intensity
via T-T annihilation

where

andR0
2 is a function of the conditions on excitation.19 Finally,

the equation that shows the time evolution of the intensity ratio

Figure 3. MFEs in mixed alcohol under the high-concentration
conditions of TMPD (1× 10-2 M) at room temperature. (a) The solid
line shows the time-evolution of the intensity ratio [I(B) - I(0 mT)]/
I(0 mT) whereB ) 800 mT. The positive and negative signs of the
intensity ratio show the increment and decrement of the delayed
fluorescence intensity, respectively. The dotted line shows the curve
fitting by eq 9. (b) External magnetic field dependence of the intensity
ratio. The open and closed circles show the field dependence at 150
and 800 ns after laser excitation, respectively.

B1/2 )
2(Ba

2 + Bb
2)

Ba + Bb
(1)

Bi ) [∑
j

I ij(Iij + 1)Aij
2]1/2 (i ) a, b) (2)

SCHEME 1

d[S1]

dt
) -(K1 + k2)[S1] + k4(B)[T1]

2 (3)

d[T1]

dt
) k2[S1] - K3(B)[T1] -2k4(B)[T1]

2 (4)

K1 ) k1 + k1* + k1′ (5)

K3(B) ) k3 + k3* + k3′′(B) (6)

I(B) ) I0(B) exp[-2K3(B)t] (7)

I0(B) )
k1*k2

2k4(B)R0
2

(K1 + k2)
2

(8)
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on the T-T annihilation type of delayed fluorescence, [I(B) -
I(0 mT)]/I(0 mT), is expressed by

Equation 9 indicates that a distinction between the MFEs due
to the TTPM and the TDPM can be made on the basis of the
observation data. The analysis of the observed time evolution
of the MFE at every magnetic field by curve fitting according
to eq 9 can lead to an experimental preexponential value of
k4(B)/k4(0 mT) and the exponential part ofk3′′(B) - k3′′(0 mT).
The dotted line in Figure 3a shows the curve fitting result
obtained at 800 mT in this manner. The circles in Figure 4a
and 4b show the MFE curves of the experimental value ofk4(B)/
k4(0 mT) andk3′′(B) - k3′′(0 mT), respectively. The fact that
k4(B)/k4(0 mT) is less than unity shows that the T-T annihilation
process is decelerated by the application of a magnetic field,
which is to say, the intensity of the T-T annihilation type of
delayed fluorescence under a magnetic field is weaker than that
at zero magnetic field. Therefore, this characteristic ofk4(B)/
k4(0 mT) corresponds to the negative sign of the MFE in the
early-time region in Figure 3b. The negative sign ofk3′′(B) -
k3′′(0 mT) shows that the T-D quenching process is decelerated
by the application of a magnetic field, specifically, the T1 state
of TMPD under magnetic field has a longer lifetime than it
does at zero magnetic field. Therefore, the intensity of the T-T
annihilation type of delayed fluorescence, which is proportional
to [T1]2, increases with increasing magnetic field. This charac-

teristic ofk3′′(B) - k3′′(0 mT) also corresponds to the positive
sign of the MFE in the later-time region as shown in Figure
3b. Furthermore, these tendencies correspond to those of the
TTPM and the TDPM discussed in the previous papers.1,3,4,20-26

We calculated the magnetic field dependences ofk4(B)/k4(0
mT) andk3′′(B) - k3′′(0 mT) according to the analytical methods
proposed by Atkins et al.27 These methods involve simple
quantum-mechanical calculations including relaxation due to
only intradipole interactions of the triplet molecules. We
consider a T-T pair composed of two T1 molecules of TMPD
and a T-D pair composed of a T1 molecule of TMPD and a
TMPD cation radical. Assuming that theg values of two T1
molecules in the T-T pair and of the T1 molecule and the
TMPD cation radical in the T-D pair are isotropic and identical,
g ) gT ) gD ) 2, the spin Hamiltonians are as follows:

The T-T annihilation and the T-D quenching occur from the
singlet state (S) of the T-T pair and the doublet state (D(1/2)
of the T-D pair, respectively. Therefore, the rate constants of
the T-T annihilation and T-D quenching,k4(B) and k3′′(B),
respectively, are proportional to the T-T annihilation and T-D
quenching probabilities,PT-T(B) andPT-D(B), resepctively

where fT-T(B) and fT-D(B) are the parameters related to the
singlet character in the T-T pair and doublet character in the
T-D pair, respectively, as shown in Appendix.λT andλD are
the reaction probabilities from the singlet state of the T-T pair
and the doublet state of the T-D pair, respectively. Finally,
the equations that show the MFEs due to the T-T pair and the
T-D pair are expressed as

where

Simple conceptual diagrams of the T-T and T-D pairs are
shown in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. Because the popula-
tion transfer between the quintet and the singlet states in the
T-T pair is decelerated by the Zeeman splitting of the spin
states with increasing external magnetic field, the intensity of
the delayed fluorescence decreases at high magnetic field. In
the T-D pair, the deceleration of quenching of the pair can be
explained in the same manner. The solid lines in Figure 4a and
4b show the calculated MFE curves due to the T-T and T-D
pairs according to eqs 12a and 12b, respectively. The parameters
used here are shown in Table 1.λT ) 0.25 is a reasonable value
according to the demonstration by Atkins et al.27 As shown in

Figure 4. Magnetic field dependence of (a)k4(B)/k4(0 mT) and (b)
k3′′(B) - k3′′(0 mT). The open circles show the magnetic field
dependence derived from the experimental data. The solid lines show
the magnetic field dependence calculated by eq 12. (See text)

I(B) - I(0 mT)

I(0 mT)
)

k4(B)

k4(0 mT)
exp{-2[K3(B) - K3(0 mT)]t} - 1

)
k4(B)

k4(0 mT)
exp{-2[k3′′(B) - k3′′(0 mT)]t} - 1

(9)

HT-T ) gµBBp-1(ST1Z + ST2Z) - 2JST1ST2 -

∑
i)1,2

STiD(ΩTi)STi (10a)

HT-D ) gµBBp-1(STZ + SDZ) - 2JSTSD - STD(Ω)ST (10b)

k4(B) ∝ PT-T(B) ) λT[1 - λT + λTfT-T(B)] (11a)

k3′′(B) ∝ PT-D(B) ) 1 - 1
3

λD + λD
2 - λD

2fT-D(B) (11b)

k4(B)

k4(0 mT)
)

PT-T(B)

PT-T(0 mT)
)

1 + φT-TfT-T(B)

1 + φT-TfT-T(0 mT)
(12a)

k3′′(B) - k3′′(0 mT) ∝ PT-D(B) - PT-D(0 mT)

∝ fT-D(B) - fT-D(0 mT)
(12b)

φT-T )
λT

1 - λT
(13)
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Figure 4a and 4b, both calculated MFE curves reproduce the
observed data well. The negative MFEs observed for both
concentrations and the positive MFE observed in the later-time
region under high-concentration conditions can be explained
by the TTPM and the TDPM, respectively.

Accordingly, the delayed fluorescence in the present system
is classified into two emission mechanisms, recombination and
T-T annihilation. The observation of the MFE due to the TDPM
indicates the importance of the T-D pair in this particular
system for the first time.

In 2-Propanol Solution. Under low-concentration conditions,
no obvious positive MFE due to the RPM was observed within
our experimental inaccuracy, but a negative MFE of about 8%
at 1.2 T was observed clearly. No apparent observation of the
MFE arising from the RPM might be due to the low viscosity
and/or high permittivity of the solvent. According to eq 8, the
initial delayed fluorescence intensity due to T-T annihilation
is proportional to the rate constant of the T-T annihilation
process,k4(B), which is a diffusion-controlled reaction. Because
the viscosity of 2-propanol (1.8 cP) is less than that of the mixed

alcohol (2.6 cP) under our experimental conditions,30-32 the
delayed fluorescence intensity due to the T-T annihilation in
2-propanpl might be stronger than that in the mixed alcohol.
The permittivities of the solvents [εr(2-propanol)) 19.92 and
εr(2-methyl-2-propanol)) 12.47 at 25°C]32 might affect the
charge recombination efficiency. The rate constant of back
electron transfer from the singlet RIP to S1, which determines
the intensity of the recombination-type delayed fluorescence,
might depend on the permittivity of the solvent. Consequently,
the signal of the recombination-type delayed fluorescence might
be obscured by the intense signal of the T-T annihilation type
of delayed fluorescence in 2-propanol. This might have pre-
vented Sacher’s group16 from observing the MFE on the delayed
fluorescence in this particular system by using a modulated
magnetic field. However, the existence of the RPM in 2-pro-
panol has already been demonstrated by microwave nutation
experiments in more diluted solutions.12,15

Under high-concentration conditions, the MFEs are very
similar to that observed under high concentration in the mixed
alcohol solution. Therefore, the MFEs in the 2-propanol solution
can be explained by the same manner as that in the mixed
alcohol solution.

Conclusion

We succeeded in clarifying the emission mechanism of the
delayed fluorescence and the mechanism of the MFEs on the
delayed fluorescence according to the time-domain observation
of the MFEs in the photochemical system of TMPD. The
delayed fluorescence in the present unique system shows three
types of MFEs, which can be attributed to the RPM, TTPM,
and TDPM, as shown in Table 2. These MFEs make it clear
that both the recombination and the T-T annihilation types of
delayed fluorescence emit and that the lowest excited triplet of
TMPD is quenched by the TMPD cation radical. Here, it is
noteworthy that three different MFEs are observed by time-
domain measurements in nonviscous solutions at room temper-
ature and that these MFE results clarify the mechanisms of the
delayed fluorescence. The time-domain observation of MFEs
is shown to be a useful technique for investigating the
paramagnetic pairs involved in photochemical reactions in liquid
media. It is shown that the spin behavior of not only the radical
pair but also the T-T and T-D pair plays an important role in
the photochemical reaction.
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Appendix

The parametersfT-T(B) and fT-D(B) in eqs 11a and 11b are
given by27

Figure 5. Conceptual diagrams of the MFEs due to the TTPM and
the TDPM. (a) The T-T pair is created by the random encounter of
two triplet molecules. The T-T annihilation process occurs through
the singlet state (S) of the T-T pair. (b) The T-D pair is created by
the random encounter of a triplet molecule and a radical. The T-D
quenching process occurs through the doublet state of the T-D pair.
The population transfer between the different spin multiplicity states
in the pairs occurs by intradipole interactions of the triplet molecule.

TABLE 1: Parameters for the Calculation of the MFEs Due
to the TTPM and the TDPM

zero-field splitting constants of the lowest excited triplet TMPD28 (cm-1)
D ) 0.0506,E ) -0.035

diffusion coefficient29 (m2 s-1)
excited triplet TMPD 1.8× 10-9

TMPD cation radical 0.91× 10-9

viscosity30-32 (cP)
2-propanal 1.8
mixed alcohol 2.6

reaction probability of the T-T pair
λT 0.25

TABLE 2: Mechanisms of the MFE Observed in Mixed
Alcohol and 2-Propanol Solution of TMPD

low concentration high concentration

early time later time early time later time

mixed alcohol RPM TTPM TTPM TDPM
2-propanol TTPM TTPM TTPM TDPM

Delayed Fluorescence of TMPD in Alcoholic Solution J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 105, No. 13, 20012965



and at zero field

where

Rnn′mm′ andk(0 mT) are presented in the equations given later.
τa is the translational correlation time, andrT and rD are the
radii of the triplet and doublet molecules, respectively.DT and
DD are the translational diffusion constants of the triplet and
doublet molecules, respectively. In the present numerical
calculations, the radius of the excited triplet TMPD,rT, is
assumed to be the same as that of the TMPD cation radical,rD,
and it is estimated fromDD by the Stokes-Einstein relation.29

W1T andW2T are the reciprocal of the longitude relaxation time
and the reciprocal of the transverse relaxation time, respectively.
Rnn′mm′ is the Redfield relaxation matrix given by

where

τ2 is the rotational correlation time, andDr is the rotational
diffusion constant of the triplet molecule, with isotropic
rotational diffusion assumed.τa is connected toτ2 by the
Stokes-Einstein relation,τa ) 9τ2.
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fT-T(B) ) 1
9
{8 - [F(6R1100) + F(2W1T) + 2F(-2R1-11-1) +

2F(2W2T) + 2F(2R1010- 2R100-1)]} (A1a)

fT-D(B) ≈ 1
9
{6 - 2[F(W1T) + 2F(W2T)]} (A1b)

fT-T(0 mT) ) 8
9

- 5
9
F[45k(0 mT)] - 1

3
F[43k(0 mT)] (A1c)

fT-D(0 mT) ) 2
3
{1 - F[k(0 mT)]} (A1d)

F(s) )
sinh[(sτa)

1/2] exp[-(sτa)
1/2]

(sτa)
1/2

(A2)

τa,T-T )
2rT

2

DT
(A3a)

τa,T-D )
(rT + rD)2

DT + DD
(A3b)

W1T ) R1100+ R11-1-1 (A4)

W2T ) -R1010+ R100-1 (A5)

R1100) 2
15

k(B) (A6)

R11-1-1 ) 4
15

k(2B) (A7)

R1010) - 1
5[k(0 mT) + k(B) + 2

3
k(2B)] (A8)

R100-1 ) - 2
15

k(B) (A9)

R11-1-1 ) - 2
15

[k(B) + 2k(2B)] (A10)

k(B) )
(D2 + 3E2)τ2

1 + (gµBBp-1τ2)
2

(A11a)

k(0 mT) ) (D2 + 3E2)τ2 (A11b)

τ2 ) 1
6Dr

(A12)
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